Storm drains flow into our creeks...
Let's keep our trash out!

Good Natured Scavenger Hunt

FIND THESE ITEMS AND CHECK OFF THE LIST

___ Colorful rock
___ Heart-shaped rock
___ Colorful leaf
___ Leaf with insect holes
___ Acorn
___ Seed
___ Berry
___ Pinecone
___ Lichen
___ Y shaped stick
___ Feather
___ Mushroom
___ Flowers in different colors of the rainbow
___ Trash
___ Storm drain
___ Animal hole
___ Animal track
___ Animal scat
___ Bird’s nest
___ Spider’s web
___ Squirrel
___ Bird that is blue
___ Bird that is brown
___ Frog
___ Lizard
___ Crawling insect
___ Flying Insect